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Most methods of personality scale construction have clear statistical

disadvantages. A hybrid method (Darlington and Bishop, 1966) was found to

increase scale validity more than any other,method, with large item pools.

A simple modification of the Darlington-Bishop method (algenaically and

conceptually similar to ridge regression, but independently derived) is proposed

and examined; it is intended to increase scale validity by reducing validity

shrinkage. In aciouble cross-validation design, MMPI items were used to predict

diagnostic category (schizophrenic vs. other) for 200 hospitalized patients.

With one anomalous exception, the proposed tehcnique produced scales more Valid

than those from the original Darlington-Bishop technique.
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A New Technique for Personality Scale Construction:

Preliminary Findings

The construction of personality and other inventory scales is an important

topic whose statistical principles are not well understood. Three well-known

techniques all have clear disadvantages. The use of clinical, prior, or intuitive

weights takes no advantage of any data which may be available. Classical item

analysis - -in which a scale is constructed consisting of the items which

correlate most highly with a criterion variable--make no use of any information

about the intercorrelations among items. Multiple regression uses all of the

relevant information available from sample data, but suffers from problems (pi'

excessive sampling error and validity shrinkage. This is especially the case

when large numbers of predictors are available relative to the sample size.

In fact, in many inventory scale construction problems, the number of items

P. may exceed the sample size n. For instance, a sample size of 200 or 300 is

1-

considered fairly large by most standards, but the best-knOwn personality

inventory--the MMPI--has 550 items. Multiple regression is of course impossible

when the number of items exceeds the sample size, and very cumbersome or

virtually impossible computationally when very large, regardless Of n.

A fourth possible technique is stepwise multiple regression. It too uses

all of the available relevant information, while greatly reducing the amount

of compiltation required and providing tests of reasonable length. However,

Darlington and Bishop (1966) have shown empirically the predictive inadequacy

of this technique in comparison with classical item analysis. A major weakness

of stepwise multiple regression in this context is the overestimation of Pct

by rct (where t is the scale or test and c is the criterion) at each iteration,

resulting frOm sampling error.
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Darlington and Bishop (1966) proposed and empirically investigated a

'hybrid' technique, and found that itjproduced scales more valid than those

obtainable.by other methods when large numbers of predictors are involved.

Their technique begins with the construction of a provisional first-stage scale

according td the item analysis approach, adopting the most valid individual items.

(Unit weights are used exclusively in the Darlington-Bishop technique). Length

of the first-stage scale can be determined 22st hoc if cross-validation is

available, by choosing the set of items which yields the most valid test. In

most applications of this technique, cross -validation would probably not be

4

available; in these cases the researcher would select any number of items for

the first-stage scald, according to whatever guidelines or restrictions s/he

may be followingaitial correlations ~ric (where i represents the

individual items) are then computed for the entire item pool using the test-

construction sample data. Items with the highest partial correlation values- -

and therefore the greatest potential for increasing the validity of the

first-stage scale--are then added to -create a second-stage scale. This may

involve the repetition of items already in the first-stage scale, or s.heir

effective deletion if.repeated with negative unit.weights. ThAecOrid-stage

scale is then used to compute a sec set of partial correlations and the

addition process is repeated. The optimal number of items to be added at each

subsequent stage can be determined exactly post hoc if cross-validation is

available. If not, Darlington and Bishop recommend the addition on each

iteration of approximately 1/3 as many items as are included,in the existing

provisional scale (counting repeats and deletions). They also found that scale

cross-validity does not generally rise after inclusion of the third-stage items.

This scale construction technique can be understood as a compromise between

classical item analysis and stepwise regression, combining the advantages of

each. By starting with what would be the final scale under classical item-analysis
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procedures, the researcher can do no worse than"to match the effectiveness of

.

that technique. In subse9ent stages this technique does make use of all

available relevant information about the items (including item intercorrelations)

by adding new items according to their partial correlation values.
A

The problem of validity shrinkage due to overestimation of rot still,

exists in the DarlingtonBishop technique, though lessened by the great reduction

in number of iterations performed. The pkesent study was undertaken to test

the effectiveness of a modification of the DarlingtonBishop technique which

may raiieits effectiveness further by reducing validity shrinkage due to

overestimation of pct. The modification consists of 'reducing the value of

r
ct

obtained at each stage in the scale Instruction process. A positive

constant less than 1.00 is multiplied by rct and the resulting value is inserted

in place of rat in the numerator of the partial correlation rict. This

has the effect of increasing the importance of item validities relative to

item intcrcorrelations in determining which items will be added to the existing

provisional scale. The correction factor proposed for the present study is:

1
1

N ;72'

[1]

which, when multiplied b r
ct

, can, be shown to produce a more accurate estimate

of p
ct

than r
ct

itself.

Examination-of the-formula_for_the_aorrection factor reveals at least,

o.

three interesting propertiesf First, the size of the reduction of rot is

negatively related to the overall predictive power of the item pool. Second,

the size of the reduction of r
ct

is negatively related to sample size n.

Finally, the correction factor is mechanically simple to use. Only one computation

is-needed for all operations on any given data set and criterion, and only
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readily-available statistics are'involved in its computation.

The originaiDarlington-Bishop technique and classical "item analysis can

be reformulated in terms of the value each implicitly assigns to this correction

factor. Item analysis uses a value of 0.0 in all cases, so that potential additions

are evaluated only in terms of 'their prediOtive validities. The Darlington-Bishop

technique always assumes a value of 1.00. The modification proposed here can

thus be interpreted as an intermediate approach in relation to these other two

techniques. It would seem plausible that other values for the correction fIctor

(between o.0 and 1.0) could also ±hcrease scale validity over the levels
0

obtained by adoption of either extreme value (i.e., item analysis or the

Darlington-Bishop method).

A certain modification of the Darlington-Bishop technique is also suggested

by the theory of ridge regression (Hoerl & Kennard, 1970; Price, 1977). We

shall give only the justification of the ridge regre'Ssion approach here, since it

is simpler. It can be shown algebraically that redge regression is equivalent

to the fo;lowing procedure: multiply all observed correlations in a data set,
)

both item validities and item intercorrelations, by a constant 1/(1+k) ;

then run the regression in the normal way on these adjusted correlations. It ca2

be shown that the procedure described in the preceding paragraphs is algebraically

almost equivalent to that procedure. Thus the proposed modification can be

considered,as suggested by the theory of ridge regression. With very large values

of ridge regression becomes computationally prohibitive, whereas the 'echnique

described above does not.

Method

Subjects and item pool: Mk responses of 96 diagnosed schizophrenics and

104 non-schizophrenic psychiatric patients were used in the study. These data
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were taken from a larger sample made available to the investigators by Albert

Rosen, which sample was also used in one of the studies reported by Darlington

and Bishop. Two subsamples of 100 individuals were created, each including 48

diagnosed schizophrenics and 52 non-schizophrenic patients. For budgetiry

reasons, the.first 150 of the 550 MMPI items were adopted as-th item pool for

this study. This procedure is.likeiy to weaken rather than strengthen the

effectiveness of the technique under study, as the problem of validity shrinkage

increases with larger item poo's. Parallel analyses were also undertaken using

only the first 90 MNPI items.

Design: A double cross-validation design was adopted, with scales constructed

in each subsample cross-validated in the other subsample. Parallel tests were

conducted on the complete 150-item pool and the first 90 items of the pool.

The original study design called for three different scale-construction techniqpes

to be used on each item pool with each subsample: classical item analysis, the

Darlington-Bishop technique, and the modification of the latter obtained by

multiplyink rct values by (1]. For the two subsamples the actual correction

fictor values obtained were .4254 and .3303. A fourth 'technique' was subsequently

'invented,! using a correction factor value of .7000 in order to sample the

full range of possible values more evenly and completely.

Procedure: Product-moment correlations were used as indices of validity.

Unit weights (positive and negative) were used exclusively in constructing each

scale. Cross-validation of all potential scales was undertaken so as to achieve

optimum performances for each technique. Up to three iterations were performed

on each data set for each technique, except classical item analysis for which the

first-stage test is certain to be optimal by that method. The scale construction

steps for all four techniques are described above.

1.1



Results and Discussion

The results of each of 'sixteen scale constructions (fouPtechniques applied*

to four different data sets) are presented inTable 1. In the data set comprised

by subsample A with a 90-item pool, the scale produced by classical item analysis

contained four items. None of the three iterative procedures was able to increase

the validity of that four-item scale. This finding is somewhat surprising, in

that personality scales using MNPI or similar items are generally much longer.'

The other 12 completed scales included from 12 to 34 items, more in keeping with

common experience in this area. In the other three data sets, the Darlington-

Bishop technique yielded more valid scales (comioared .7.1.th item analysis..) twice.

The technique proposed in this paper performed better than classical item analysis,

better than the Darlington-Bishop techniqae, and better than or equal to the

inlermediate-correction-factor-value 'technique' in all three cases.

The percentage increases in scale validity obtained by the proposed modification

technique are not large in this study. However, the percentage increases Obtained

here by the use of the original Darlington-Bishop technique are consistently
06

smaller (0% to 2%) than those obtained in the 1966 study 1% to 22%) where all

550 WI items were used. Thus there is reason to believe that the proposed
/1

modification also would have greater beneficial impact under more typical

personality scale construction conditions. Further_research is now underway to

more thoroughly test the properties of this technique. Its simplicity in use,

its conceptual and algebraic similarity to ridge regression, its performance in

the present study, and the previously-established value of the original

Darlington-Bishop technique, together suggest that this modification will prove

to be a useful supplement to existing inventory scale construction technology.
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'. - Table.

Performanceh Of Four Different Scale Construction Techniques Applied to Four Data Sets
0

Numberfof
in

item pool

a

Subsample

.

\,

Charactestics
of origin&1 scale

.
\ , .

,

Value of
correction

factor
,

Number of
productive
iterations
performed

Number of._

: in finalfeale,
by weightings

'

Crois-
validity,
of/final

Percentage
improvement in
predictive powe.

4

Number :cross-
of 'items

\
,

\
validity

,

scale
_

.

R . 112

.

15q

.

..

A
.n=100 12

.

,

.226

000) 12 0

4

0 '0

.

12 : .226
__-

ream.

.484 '2 11 17.

,

:238 5.31

.

a 10.90

.7000 \ 0 12 0 .% 0 0 12 .226 0.00 . 0.00

1.000.
\

\
\
0- 18 4 0 18 '.230 1,77 3.57

B
n=100 33'

,

(.0000) ___ 33 0 33 .537 ..-__ ----

!-.337
'.3303 31 34 .361 7.12 14.75

.7000 1 33 1 0 0 34 .343 1.78 3.59.

1.000

t

1. \ 30 0 0 34 .344' 2.08 4.20

90

.

A
n=100

.

04

,

.207
.4254 0 4 .207 0.00 0.00

.7000 0 4 0 4 .207 0.00 0.06

1.000 o '
4 4 ..207 0.00 0.00

B

n=100 32. .251

.0000) 32 32 .251 ____ ----

.3303 31 32 .274 9.16 19.17

.7000 3 . 31 0 0 1 32 .274 9.16 19.17

1.000 r ,0 32 0 0 0 32 .'.251 0.00 0.00
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